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Studio 44 is an artist run studio space in Stockholm, Sweden and they were invited to participate in an international artistic exchange project together with A.I.R Gallery, New York. Stockholm Sweden will be presenting the exhibition entitled Another Nature at A.I.R. Gallery and will be followed by an exhibition of A.I.R. Gallery members in Stockholm later this year. Another Nature is curated by Mari Rantanen, professor at the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Stockholm 1996–2005 and presents the work of eight women artists. The Swedish artists have worked individually but the title the theme of Another Nature acts as a shared point of departure.

Sweden is often associated with nature, with infinite woods and snowy mountains. In this exhibition, nature has other references, such as feminist perspectives, parallel reality, and psychology. The artworks presented investigate topics such as landscape’s memories in post-colonial feminist viewpoints, abstract portraits of women, feminist drawing and painting and sculpture in the expanded field.

Studio 44 is a non-profit artist run space in the Centre of Stockholm, Sweden. It was founded in 2003 by a group of artists based in Stockholm, aiming at creating an independent space for contemporary art.

A.I.R. Gallery is a permanent exhibition space founded in 1972 that supports an open exchange of ideas and risk-taking by women artists in order to provide support and visibility. It is an artist-run organization, and as a self-directed governing body, the organization is alternative to mainstream institutions and thrives on the network of active participants.

For all press inquiries, please contact; Jamie Sterns, Exhibitions Director.

The gallery is wheelchair accessible.